
5-year  
guarantee

VSP® SYNCHRO MECHANISM
Virtual Swing Point ensures the perfect  

dynamic sequence as you sit. 

LUMBAR SUPPORT
Can be infinitely adjusted on 

both sides in height and depth. 

CONTROLS
For customising the seat height,  
seat depth, seat tilt and weight 
setting.

4D MULTIFUNCTIONAL ARMREST 
Take the strain off shoulders and 
neck. Can be adjusted in width, 
height and depth without tools, 
pads swivel.

KNITTED MESH FABRIC
Stretched across bounce bands in a choice  
of white, black or orange.

COAT HOOK
In black wire, with and 
without neck support,  

can be retrofitted.

NECK SUPPORT
Can be retrofitted, adjustable  

in height and tilt.

DER DREHSTUHL  
MIT BOUNCE-EFFEKT

OPTIONAL
delivery in  

component  
form, boxed

WIPER RING FOR PISTON ROD 
Ensures that the gas spring is optimally 
lubricated, protecting it from the intrusion 
of dust or other particles. 

OKAY.III 
FOR YOUR WORK RHYTHM
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2 | HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE NECK SUPPORT 
AND CLOTHES HOOK
The neck support relieves strain on the 
shoulders and neck muscles. Backrest 
available with or without clothes hook.

3 | ERGONOMIC SUPPORT
The lumbar support can be infinitely  
adjusted on either side in height and depth.

7 | A STURDY BASE
Starbase in plastic or aluminium, 
alternatively aluminium starbase  
with flat spokes.

AL 43

4

4 | VARIABLE 
ARMRESTS

Featuring various 
adjustment functions 
to take the strain off 
neck and shoulders.

AL 39
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AL 15

4

3

OPTIONAL
delivery in  

component form, 
boxed

OKAY.III INFOCARD

1 | TWO BACKREST STYLES
The comfortable backrest is available in 
knitted mesh or fully upholstered.

5 | CLEVER CONTROLS
For customising the seat height,  
seat depth, seat tilt and weight setting.

6 | A SOPHISTICATED ADDITION
The operating instructions are always  
to hand.

FULLY 
UPHOLSTERED

KNITTED MESH 
BACKREST

2

5

Mechanism vsp® synchro mechanism

Opening angle 30°

Synchro ratio 1:2,6

Individual weight adjustment 45–120 kg 

Seat height adjustment 420–510 mm

Seat depth adjustment 50 mm in 5 positions

Forward tilt adjustment 4° forward tilt

Backrest lock 4 positions

Seat height 420–510 mm

Seat width 500 mm

Seat depth 400–450 mm

Back width 465 mm

Back height 630 mm

Total width incl. armrests 650–710 mm

Total depth 645 mm
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